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WE LIKE GODS WE CAN CONTROL. 

 

WE LIKE GODS WE CAN CONTROL. The pagan world lived in great uncertainty about their gods because 

their gods were fickle. 

 

One day they might be in a good mood. Another day they might be angry with you. Yet another day they 

might be chasing the goddesses and not found ANYWHERE. 

 

Still, with the pagan gods, you had a certain measure of control. You could always offer more sacrifices. 

You could always donate more money to the temple. You could always offer up more prayers and 

incense. EVENTUALLY you would get their attention. 

 

When we come to the true God though, we have NO CONTROL – but, curiously enough – MORE 

PREDICTIBLITY. 

 

There is simply NOTHING we can do to force God’s hand. No amount of sacrifice, pleading, fasting, or 
new promises will bring God under our control. 

 

God says of himself, “I will have mercy on whom I have mercy and, I will have compassion on whom I 

will have compassion” (Exodus 33:19; Romans 9:15). 
 

Instead, we live in complete dependence on his mercy, moment by moment, day by day, forever. 

 

To follow this God means we cannot force our will, make something glorious of ourselves, or pursue life 

as we please. 

 

We are invited to “take up our cross and follow,” meaning we give up on our own plans, we die to our 
desires, we surrender our self-determination. Simply put, we yield our destiny to God for today and 

forever. 

 

At the same time, this abandonment of control into the hands of God makes life then UTTERLY 
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predictable. Not necessarily in the present day but in the long run. 

 

We have come to know God is a good Father and we are his much-loved children.  

 

Since he has determined to relate to us on the basis of mercy – and only on the basis of mercy – our 

confidence can REST on the solid rock of the trustworthiness of God. 

 

We TRUST his mercy for his compassions FAIL NOT. 

 

“The steadfast love of the LORD never ceases; his mercies never come to an end; they are new every 

morning; great is your faithfulness” (Lamentations 3:22-23). 


